What You Need for CGR Filter Cloth Installation

Cloth change-out is critical to efficient, effective press operations. Micronics provides you with both the tools and “How-To” tips to make CGR Filter Cloth Installation & Removal much easier.

Micronics Model AH-1 Air Hammer – PN #005752
- Allows for the least amount of fatigue for press operators – a replacement for cumbersome hammers and mallets
- Delivers over 1000 blows per minute
- Interchangeable tips
- Lightweight at 2 lbs
- Easily held in palm of hand
- Operating pressure: 50-125 psi
- Air consumption: 2-4 cfm

Tip Options for AH-1 Air Hammer
- Steel Tip
  PN #009183
- Aluminum Tip
  PN #009848
- Hard Plastic Tip
  PN #007078

Micronics Polypropylene Wedges
Used in conjunction with the Micronics Air Hammer to make filter cloth installation even easier
- PN #006078
- PN #006079

Polypropylene Cloth/Cake Cleaning Spatulas (Scrapers)
Used to loosen or discharge filter press cake from the filter cloth. Note: Sharp metal scrapers will damage cloth and shorten the life of all filter media. Only polypropylene should be used.
- 12 inch Red Standard Scraper
  PN #006545
- 26 inch Gray Scraper
  PN #008430
- 5 foot Red Standard Scraper
  plus 5 ft. extension
  PN #006543

Contact your trusted Micronics sales team for all your filter cloth, plates, press, parts, and service needs.